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ABSTRACT

By analyzing experimental data we show that in many room-dry rocks, the Poisson’s ratio (PR) decreases with decreasing differential pressure (confining minus pore pressure). This means that in gas-saturated rocks, PR decreases with increasing pore pressure. We confirm the generality of the observed effect by theoretically reproducing it via effective medium modeling. This effect can be used as a new tool for overpressure detection from surface seismic, cross-well, sonic logs and measurements ahead of the drill bit.

INTRODUCTION AND PROBLEM FORMULATION

Typically, elastic-wave velocity in dry rock is measured in the laboratory by varying confining pressure while maintaining constant pore pressure. Because velocity reacts to the differential (confining minus pore) pressure (e.g., Wyllie et al., 1958), such data can immediately be used to predict in-situ velocity variations in rock with gas due to pore pressure changes at constant overburden (Figure 1). Velocity at in-situ saturation conditions can be calculated from the dry-rock velocity using fluid substitution equations (e.g., Gassmann, 1951). Due to the large compressibility of gas, the in-situ velocity in gas-saturated rock is very close to that in air-saturated rock in the laboratory at the same differential pressure.

Figure 1. a. Velocity versus differential pressure in ultrasonic laboratory experiments on room-dry clay-free sandstone sample of 18% porosity. b. Same data re-plotted versus (fictitious) pore pressure assuming that the overburden is 35 MPa and differential pressure changes due to changing pore pressure.
The time scale of laboratory experiments is much smaller than the geologic time scale of overpressure development. Still, the laboratory experiments where pressure changes rapidly can be used to model the important transient (late-stage) overpressure mechanisms that are invoked when the pressure of the fluid in the rock mass is allowed to increase relative to hydrostatic through (a) aquathermal fluid expansion; (b) hydrocarbon source maturation and fluid expulsion; (c) clay diagenesis; (d) fluid pumping from deeper pressured intervals; and (e) decrease in overburden due to tectonic activity (Huffman, 1998).

The decrease in compressional-wave velocity with increasing pore pressure has been used for overpressure detection (e.g., Grauls et al., 1995; Moos and Zwart, 1998). However, velocity does not uniquely indicate pore pressure because it also depends, among other factors, on porosity, mineralogy, and texture of rock. An example is given in Figure 2 where, at the same differential pressure of 20 MPa and in the same porosity range, velocity in gas-saturated Gulf sandstones is smaller than that in room-dry North Sea sandstones, apparently due to textural differences. At the same time, velocity in the Gulf sandstones at 20 MPa is about the same as in the overpressured (5 MPa differential pressure) North-Sea sandstones (Figure 2b). The low velocity in the former sandstone group may be mistakenly attributed to overpressure.
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**Figure 2.** Compressional-wave velocity (a and b) and Poisson's ratio (c and d) versus porosity for North Sea sandstones (black circles) and Gulf sandstones with gas (gray symbols). The North Sea laboratory data are from Blangy (1992); the Gulf sandstone data are from a well log (discussed in Dvorkin et al., 1999) at about 20 MPa differential pressure. In a and c, North Sea data shown at 20 MPa (same as the Gulf data). In b and d, North Sea data shown at 5 MPa (the Gulf data are at 20 MPa).

We propose to resolve this ambiguity and improve the reliability of overpressure detection by using the Poisson's ratio (PR) calculated from the P- and S-wave velocity as an overpressure indicator. In the above example it uniquely reacts to pressure
changes. In Figure 2c, the PRs of the two sandstone groups are in the same range at 20 MPa differential pressure, whereas their velocity ranges are different. At the same time, in Figure 2d where the data for one group are at 20 MPa and for the other at 5 MPa, their PR ranges are different, while their velocity ranges are the same. PR in the North Sea sandstones decreases with decreasing differential pressure (increasing pore pressure at constant overburden).

Below, we show that this PR-pressure effect persists in many sandstones as well as in other rock types and suggest practical ways of using it for overpressure prediction.

**POISSON’S RATIO AND PRESSURE IN ROCKS WITH GAS**

PR \( (\nu) \) can be calculated from the compressional- and shear-wave velocity \( (V_p \) and \( V_s \), respectively) as

\[
\nu = 0.5 \left( \frac{V_p^2}{V_s^2} - 2 \right) / \left( \frac{V_p^2}{V_s^2} - 1 \right).
\]

Nur (1969) was probably first to record the decrease of PR with decreasing differential pressure in room-dry granite (Figure 3a) and dolomite samples. Toksoz et al. (1976) also present this effect and propose to use Poisson’s ratio to identify saturating fluids. Nur and Wang (1989) state that the \( V_p / V_s \) ratio in gas-saturated rocks increases with increasing differential pressure. Wang (1997) supports this statement by laboratory velocity measurements in carbonate samples.

This effect appears to be general and can be observed in many sandstone and sand samples. Data from some of them are given in Figure 3 where the porosity range is between zero and 40% and the clay content range is between zero and 45%. The compressional-wave velocity varies significantly among these samples but PR invariably decreases with decreasing differential pressure.

Data collected on about 50 sandstone samples are summarized in Figure 4a where the dry-rock PR at 30 MPa and 5 MPa differential pressure is plotted versus porosity. The ranges of the low-pressure and high-pressure PR do not significantly overlap. At the same time, depending on porosity, mineralogy, and texture, the low-pressure velocity in some samples may be in the same range as the high-pressure velocity in others (Figure 4b). The PR-pressure effect is highlighted in Figure 4c where the 30 MPa data are plotted versus the 5 MPa data. The former are invariably larger than the
latter.

Figure 3. PR versus differential pressure in room-dry samples. Data used are from Nur (1969), Yin (1993), Han (1986), Blangy (1992), and authors’ database.

Figure 4. Data collected on about 50 room-dry sandstone samples. Sources same as in Figure 3. PR (a) and compressional-wave velocity (b) versus porosity. Filled symbols are for 30 MPa, open symbols are for 5 MPa. c. PR at 30 MPa versus PR at 5 MPa.

To theoretically explain the observed effect of PR decreasing with decreasing
differential pressure, we assume that the observed velocity and elastic moduli variations versus pressure are due to the closure (as differential pressure increases) and opening (as differential pressure decreases) of compliant thin cracks in the rock. We numerically simulate the effect of differential pressure on elastic moduli in a sandstone sample used in Figure 1. Specifically, we assume that the porosity occupied by thin cracks of 0.001 aspect ratio decreases from 1% at zero differential pressure to zero at 35 MPa. We introduce an elastic body whose bulk and shear moduli are the same as of the sample selected at 35 MPa, and then populate it with the cracks gradually increasing the crack porosity from zero to 1%. The effective medium theory used to calculate the elastic moduli of the body with cracks is the self-consistent approximation of Berryman (1980).

The modeling results shown in Figure 5 not only qualitatively but also quantitatively mimic the laboratory data (as long as the pressure to crack porosity transform is correct). Our mathematical modeling is consistent with the observed effect of pressure on Poisson’s ratio and establishes the generality of the phenomenon.

This theoretical explanation of the effect under examination should be valid for many granular rocks where compliant grain contacts resemble thin cracks and compliant cracks may be present within the grains.

It is important to emphasize that the essence of the effective medium modeling of rock is the replacement of the actual rock that has a very complex microstructure with an idealized body that retains the salient microstructural features and exhibits similar mechanical behavior. This is why we model the effect of pressure on PR by assuming that the rock under examination contains microcracks with a single aspect ratio. A similar mathematical effect can be achieved by assuming a different aspect ratio or a distribution thereof.

In our other (purely synthetic) example, we assume that the sample at high differential pressure is calcite of 15% porosity and the pores are spherical and filled with high-compressibility gas. Using the self-consistent approximation, we find that the PR of this sample is 0.29. Next we assume that the sample’s porosity at low pressure is 16% and the additional 1% is due to thin cracks of 0.001 aspect ratio. By varying the crack porosity from zero (at high pressure) to 1% (at low pressure), we
model the effect of pressure on PR (Figure 6a).
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Figure 5. Theoretical modeling of pressure effect on the elastic moduli of the room-dry sandstone sample from Figure 1. Top cartoon: crack opening and closure as pressure changes. Left column: theoretical bulk and shear moduli (top) and PR (bottom) versus crack porosity. Right column: experimental bulk and shear moduli and PR versus differential pressure.
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We use Gassmann’s (1951) equations to calculate PR in the water-saturated calcite sample where the bulk modulus of the water is 2.5 GPa. Notice that while the dry-rock
PR decreases with increasing crack porosity (increasing pore pressure), the saturated-rock PR shows the opposite trend (Figure 6a).

POISSON’S RATIO AND PRESSURE IN ROCKS WITH LIQUID

The simulated increase of the saturated-rock PR with increasing pore pressure (Figure 6) has a physical basis. The higher the pore pressure, the softer the rock and the larger the relative increase in the bulk modulus between dry and water-saturated samples. With the shear modulus being the same for the dry and saturated rock (Gassmann, 1951), PR is larger in the saturated than in the dry sample (Figure 6b), especially in soft rock. An example of the saturated-rock PR increasing with decreasing differential pressure is given in Figure 7a. However, one may observe the opposite effect as well (Figure 7b). The direction of the saturated-rock PR change depends on the porosity and elastic moduli of the sample and has to be tested by applying fluid substitution equations to the dry-rock data.

Figure 7. PR in dry and water-saturated samples versus differential pressure for (a) sample used in Figure 3k and (b) sample used in Figure 3h.

ASSUMPTIONS AND CAVEATS

The technique proposed here is based on assumptions that are identical to those used in earlier overpressure prediction techniques. One is that the elastic-wave velocity in rock is a function of the differential pressure rather than the effective pressure (the latter term explained in, e.g., Rice and Cleary, 1976). This assumption is valid in many practical cases where the bulk modulus of the rock’s dry frame is much smaller than that of the solid phase.

Another assumption is that laboratory velocity measurements conducted under the hydrostatic state of stress can be used to predict velocity in situ where, in general,
the state of stress is not hydrostatic. This assumption is commonly used in the industry because the non-hydrostatic-stress experiments are complicated and the actual in-situ stress tensor is, generally, unknown. This is why the hydrostatic confining pressure in the laboratory is taken as the analog of the in-situ lithostatic pressure (the overburden). Caution has to be exercised in applying the proposed method of overpressure prediction where the in-situ state of stress strongly deviates from the hydrostatic state.

CONCLUSION

The recent progress of geophysical measurement technology can allow one to extract shear-wave data from surface and marine (bottom cables) reflection profiling, well logs, and cross-well measurements, and, in the future, from measurements ahead of the drill bit. Because of this, the observed and theoretically confirmed effect of Poisson’s ratio decreasing with increasing pore pressure in rocks with gas can be used as a physical basis for a new method of overpressure detection. This effect was probably implicitly used by Pigott et al. (1990) and Pigott and Tadepalli (1996) in estimating pressure from AVO inversion in carbonates and clastics.

The new method offered here can be used to improve the reliability of traditional methods and their recent modifications (e.g., Bowers, 1994; Moos and Zwart, 1998) where only the compressional-wave velocity and density or porosity are used and the shear-wave velocity is used to correct for fluid effects. The effect of pore pressure on the saturated-rock Poisson’s ratio can be accurately calculated from the dry-rock data and then used for overpressure prediction as well. Laboratory measurements on representative site-specific rock samples should allow one to quantify and calibrate the observed effects.

Everything said here about PR applies to the $V_p / V_s$ ratio as well.
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